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Abstract: The environmentally friendly concept in terms of water quality represents a condition
for developing hydropower plants all around the world. Since 2017, hydropower has represented
more than 70% of all renewable energy production and it is essential for the integration of the other
renewable sources of energy and for regulation of the grid. To maintain the “green” label concerning
the dissolved oxygen level (6 mg DO/L), the energy suppliers should respond to environmental
concerns about the operation of hydropower plants. In the context of sustainable development, the
ecological degradation of rivers is unacceptable due to the implementation of a hydropower plant on
the watercourse. For deep reservoirs or tropical regions, the oxygen level in the water downstream of
the hydropower plants may be low and affect the aquatic life for many kilometers downstream. This
paper presents a new aeration system for discharged water from hydropower plants that provides
water aeration with minimum energy consumption. The influence of the aeration process on the
turbine operation and efficiency is analyzed. Experimental measurements are carried out on site on a
small Francis turbine. The influence of the aeration process on the turbine mechanical performances
(vibration level and relative displacement) and hydraulic performances (turbine efficiency, power
output, and pressure fluctuation) is analyzed. The results showed that the impact of the aeration
device implementation and operation over the energetic characteristics of the turbine is in the
efficiency measurements accuracy range. The aeration through this device did not influence the
turbine operation (vibration, level, or pressure fluctuations).

Keywords: water aeration; environmentally friendly turbines; Francis turbine efficiency

1. Introduction

The main objective of the European Water Policy is to achieve a “good state” for
all ground and underground waters in all EU countries and associated areas and also to
achieve the “good ecological potential” for essentially modified and artificial waters. The
environmentally friendly concept is a worldwide concern related to the protection of water
resources and is part of environmental policies [1].

The environmentally friendly concept is a condition for the development of hydro
projects in all countries. In the context of sustainable development, the ecological degrada-
tion of rivers caused by the implementation of a hydropower plant (HPP) on the water-
course is not acceptable. The most critical situations are in the case of high dams, where the
water intake for the hydraulic turbines is in the bottom layers of the reservoir, where the
dissolved oxygen (DO) level is minimal due to the high pressure, organic matter content,
and nutrients concentration [2]. Moreover, when the water passes through the hydraulic
turbine, the DO level continues to decrease due to the decreasing pressure and, at the
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turbine outlet, the DO level can be lower than the minimum value required for the aquatic
life (approximately 4–6 mg/L [3]).

In the United States, the high interest in solving water quality problems led to the
development of the Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program (WASP) [4], which has
been continuously improved since 1970 by the US Environmental Protection Agency. A low
DO content in rivers is considered a pollution factor. There are situations when the DO
level drops down to 0–2 mg/L [5]. The DO level depends on several parameters: the
temperature and/or the climate of the area where hydropower plants are located, the
level of organic substances in reservoirs [6,7], the depth of the water intake of the turbine
(especially when the intake is placed in the deep layers of the reservoirs, where the DO
level is the lowest), the type and operating regimes of the HPP, and the pressure level in
the draft tube of the turbine (especially for Francis turbines when operating in partial load).
A low DO level occurs when the following conditions are met: the reservoir has a depth
greater than 15 m, the reservoir volume is larger than 61·106 m3, the power output is more
than 10 MW, and the retention time of water in the reservoir is longer than 10 days [8–11].

As an example, in tropical countries such as Malaysia, Bakun dam [5], 88% of the
storage reservoirs have a zero DO level in the layers deeper than 4 m, and the river water
quality is affected for 3–5 km downstream of the HPPs. Another example of the water
quality monitoring of Hongqi River, China [12], showed an increased concentration of
phosphorus and nitrogen and a low DO level in water downstream of the HPP [13].

In order to avoid the negative effect of a low DO level on the environment, the
development of aeration systems is essential in such locations.

Usually, the aeration is realized using existing equipment in hydropower plants
(selective water intakes, sluices, weirs, and surface pumps) or through the anti-cavitation
systems of the hydraulic turbines. For these conventional aeration methods, the aeration
efficiency is limited because they are designed only for optimal hydraulic performances,
not adapted for aeration process.

Considering the importance of the DO level in water, the suppliers implement con-
ventional methods of air injection for the impacted power plants. For these conventional
methods of aeration, the process is not always successful.

Starting from 1950, the main energy suppliers and hydro equipment manufacturers
from Europe and the USA have been involved in the environmental aspects of the HPP
operation. In the USA, at Bull Shoals, which is equipped with Francis turbines, deflectors
mounted on the runner were used for water aeration since 1991 [14]. The deflectors were
placed in such a way to create a maximum under pressure level for air admission, aiming
to maintain the downstream DO at a minimum of 4 mg/L.

Other researchers [15,16] tested several alternatives for the injection of air through a
runner or a redesigned deflector, turbine blade trailing edges, coaxial diffuser, discharge
ring, draft tube, or combinations of them. Their purpose was to aerate the water down-
stream, with a minimum effect on the energy production efficiency and HPP power output.

The Tennessee Valley Authority proposed a modernization program to address the
HPP downstream DO level issue in the frame of turbine refurbishment [17]. Self-ventilating
turbines were implemented for the first time at Norris Dam and used the three main types
of aeration: central aeration, distributed, and peripheral. To evaluate the environmental
effect and energy performance, measurements were carried out using these aeration tech-
niques. Each option (in simple operation or combined with the others) was tested on a
wide range of turbine operating regimes. For a single turbine, the DO increased up to
5.5 mg/L by operating all aeration systems. Depending on the operating conditions and the
aeration option, the energy production efficiency decreased by 0 ÷ 4%. The auto venting
turbine (AVT) is a self-aspirating hydro-turbine designed to aerate the turbine discharge
through ports located at low-pressure regions, which are connected to the atmosphere. The
important factors influencing the performance of an AVT were highlighted: the quantity of
entrained air, the air/water interfacial area, i.e., the bubble size [18] For the AVT system,
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the bubble size is not controlled because the air is introduced by baffles, and in this way,
the oxygen transfer rate, dependent of the interfacial area, is not controlled.

The efficiency of AVT was analyzed and compared in the literature [19], discussing
the influence of the main aeration parameters: turbine geometry, the amount of air, and
the location of air injection [20]. Nevertheless, although the size and the distribution of air
bubbles are mentioned, they are not particularly considered or investigated in neither of
these studies, even though they are one of the main factors in the oxygen transfer process.
Each aeration method has different characteristics and influences the size and distribution
of bubbles flowing through the turbine draft tube at different operating regimes [21].

Another aerating solution is the Updraft Free Exit turbine, a sort of Francis turbine,
which allows the water to flow upward and exit at the free surface near the tail water
elevation. As the flush plunges into the tailrace, it improves the natural aeration process,
air entrainment, and turbulent mixing, increasing the dissolved oxygen. Nevertheless, due
to the low efficiencies, this type of turbine has not been further developed [22].

Studies and research also include mathematical modeling of flow [23,24]. Numerical
simulation of two-phase bubbly flow in the wake of NACA0015 hydrofoil is carried out
under different conditions [25]. A series of air injection experiments were conducted on
a hydrofoil in several hydrodynamic conditions. In [26], the effects on the DO transfer
of different generated bubble sizes are investigated. A one-dimensional mass transfer
model is developed to lend insight into the mass transfer characteristics observed in
these experiments.

The most-known systems for the aeration of discharged water are invasive, and even
when they are not used, their presence may lead to a change of flow structure and thus to
efficiency decrease (1–5%) of the turbines [21]. In [25], different types of aeration devices
are analyzed. The first was the conventional aeration by the center of the runner cone. To
this base system, aeration enhanced by baffles or by a step in the runner cone was also
tested. The third air admission tested method was the discharge ring. The fourth, aeration
by the trailing edge of the wicket gates, was analyzed. Although this last system can
produce well-distributed fine air bubbles, it usually requires a compressor injecting air at a
pressure higher than atmospheric pressure.

Nevertheless, recently, non-intrusive aeration techniques were developed, but their
implementation in existing turbines involves major changes of the existing design, and they
can only be implemented in new machines or in those subjected to major rehabilitation.
Additionally, the high energy consumption [27,28] required for the introduction of air into
the water hydraulic circuit is an aspect that has to be considered.

Despite the continuous development of aeration methods since 1950, the aeration
devices for improving the quality of water downstream of hydro power plants are still
not in place in most of the existing hydropower sites where it is needed, even if a few
scales up, installations were developed in time. The method of aeration of water passing
through hydraulic turbines has to be evaluated for each specific case. As for efficient power
generation, each hydraulic turbine is designed according to the site characteristics and so
are the aeration devices that are envisaged to equip the hydraulic circuit [18].

In the present work, an innovative non-intrusive aeration device is developed and
tested. The aim of the device is to aerate the water during the transit through the hydraulic
turbines. The innovative character of this aeration device reflects in the following aspects:
the dispersion of the air is performed with an optimal gas–liquid contact area compared to
the energy needed for injection [29]; the location of the air injection is optimized compared
to the draft tube flow behavior to ensure a longer retention time of the bubbles in water
(increasing of the DO transfer time); the design of the device allows an easy and fast
installation and maintenance. The main difference between the present device and the
existing ones relies on its ability to create a non-invasive and disperse aeration with low
energy consumption.

The innovative aeration device was implemented and tested on-site on a small Francis
turbine. During the tests, both forced and natural air admission techniques were used.
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The investigation focused on the influence of the aeration process over the mechanical
behavior and efficiency during the operation of the turbine. The following parameters
were monitored: water levels upstream and downstream of the turbine, the pressure at the
turbine inlet, the level at which the pressure transducer that measures the pressure at the
turbine inlet is mounted, the flow rate, and the hydro-generator power output.

The non-influence character of the turbine efficiency of the present device is firstly
assured by the design that replicates the internal geometry of the draft tube: the interior
wall of the aeration system is identical to the original turbine draft tube, with small orifices
that allow the air injection. Second, the air is introduced in the flow in small air bubbles
that in a short time are mixed with the flowing water and spread in the entire draft tube,
becoming a homogeneous mixture. The experimental tests, performed according to [8],
without and with the aeration device operating, showed that the efficiency varied within
the efficiency measurements accuracy range of (±1.5%), leading to the conclusion that the
aeration through this device does not affect the turbine operation (vibration level, pressure
fluctuations, and efficiency).

2. Parameters Considered for Aeration Efficiency Balance

Two main objectives have to be achieved by an aeration system: to increase the DO
concentration in water with minimum energy consumption for air injection and not to
affect the turbines’ energetic performances.

For the implementation of the aeration device in the turbine the following constructive
criteria have to be considered: accessibility for the implementation (to minimize the outage
time and reduce the impacted turbine components) and facility for maintenance (standalone
system does not impact the power plant availability).

In the current practice, the aeration in hydraulic turbines is evaluated by the total
amount of injected air in water, expressed by the void fraction (Equation (1)).

ϕ =
Qair

Qwater
· 100 (1)

where Qair and Qwater are the air and water flow rate, respectively. This is a global parameter,
easy to evaluate but not relevant for the rate of DO transfer or the efficiency of the aeration.

However, for aeration purposes, to maximize the DO transfer level, the main pa-
rameter is the area of interphase contact air–water as large as possible, achievable by
the dispersion of air in bubbles as fine as possible. In the study of two-phase gas–liquid
systems, the hydrodynamic elements refer to the bubble generation regime [23], the vari-
ation of gas bubbles radius [30], the distribution of gas bubbles size [23], the fraction of
global and local void fraction [29,31], and the coalescence and the bursting of bubbles [30].
Another major factor for the aeration efficiency is the transit time of the bubbles in the
hydraulic circuit. The increase in the transit time allows more time for DO transfer, and, in
this way, the increase in the transfer rate. Additionally, the main parameters of the flow
through the hydraulic turbine must be taken into account for maximization of the oxygen
transfer: the water flow velocity, the adverse pressure gradient in the draft tube, and the
high turbulence level but also the air contact time until the water exit [29].

In order to limit the decrease in the energy efficiency, the fraction of injected air must
not exceed 3% ÷ 5% (φ < 3% ÷ 5%) of the water flow rate of the turbine [18,19]. This
limitation is empirical based on the flow behavior: for an air flow rate superior to 5%,
the flow behavior is modified, and the hydraulic efficiency decreases. Moreover, a higher
fraction of air assumes the increase in the energy consumption needed to inject the air.
The limitation of the amount of air introduced means that it will not always be sufficient
using classical aeration systems in order to achieve the desired DO level, especially when
the initial DO content in the water is less than (2–3) mg/L. This is a sensitive issue for
manufacturers and operators of hydraulic turbines since injecting an extra amount of air
into the turbine circuit can reduce its efficiency. Therefore, air injection (aeration type,
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location of air introduction, and air quantity) becomes important for the balance between
turbine efficiency and environmental factor.

3. Aeration System Implementation Study
3.1. New Aeration System

The technical solution presented in this paper consists of the development of a water
aeration system in hydraulic turbines to increase the dissolved oxygen DO level of the
water flowing through the hydraulic turbines.

The main difference between the presented aeration system and the anti-cavitation
systems is the introduction of air in fine disperse bubbles from the outside to the center
of the draft tube, flowing in a mixture with the water, while the common anti-cavitation
systems introduce the air through the runner hub, in a compact jet, forming large bubbles
in the center on the draft tube.

Following the previous research [8], the oxygenation capacity of similar devices was
measured on an experimental setup designed to simulate the turbulent flow at the entrance
of a hydraulic turbine draft tube. The aeration efficiency of the air injection devices was
characterized experimentally for different mean velocities of water upstream of the draft
tube (2.5 m/s–9 m/s) and void fractions (φ = 0.45–1.5%). Following this study, the aeration
device was optimized (obtaining the best design for the maximum aeration with minimum
energy consumption for air injection).

For the new aeration system, the air injection can be natural, requiring no energy
consumption (based on the pressure difference between the atmospheric pressure and the
pressure level in the turbine) or forced, using compressed air. Considering this aspect, the
optimum location of the air injection is determined based on numerical simulation of the
flow inside the hydraulic turbine, targeting the lower pressure level inside the turbine
(to facilitate the air admission in flow with low energy consumption for admission). The
numerical results of the flow in the prototype turbine indicate that the optimal location for
air injection in turbine is downstream the turbine runner at the entrance of the draft tube.

In order to evaluate the aeration efficiency and the influence of this innovative aeration
device over the operation of the turbine, it was implemented on a small horizontal Francis
turbine. The turbine has the following rated parameters: power output, P0 = 318 kW, head,
H0 = 18 m, and flow rate Q0 = 2 m3/s. The turbine rotational speed is 375 rot/min with a
specific speed of 210, determined according to Equation (2) [32].

ns =
n
H

√
Php√

H
(2)

The experimental analysis, performed on-site during the normal operation of the
turbine, is focused on determining the turbine operating parameters evolution during
the turbine operation across the entire load domain for different values of injected air
flow rate. In order to evaluate the influence of the air injection over the flow structure
at the runner outlet, the pressure in the elbow of the draft tube is monitored, and an
optical borescope is used for bubble flow visualization. The main objective was to assess
the influence of the aeration process during the turbine operation (efficiency, vibration,
stability, and cavitation).

Considering the above aeration parameters and hydraulic turbine operation character-
istics, a non-invasive aeration device is designed, manufactured, and tested on a real-scale
small hydraulic turbine. The final design was developed starting from the studies over
the aeration performances of different disperse aeration devices mounted non-invasively
on the wall of a pipeline in a complex turbulent flow with cavitational vortex [31]. The
aeration devices are tested for different void fractions in order to obtain the oxygen transfer
efficiency for air injection. Based on this study, an aeration device equipped with perforated
plates was developed. The plates have 0.8 mm orifices dispersed equidistantly with a step
of five diameters in order to avoid the bubbles’ coalescence.
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Starting from the results of this study that give the best aeration characteristics in
similar flow conditions as in turbine flow, an aeration device to be implemented in hydraulic
turbines was developed.

For the implementation of the aeration device in turbines, many criteria were consid-
ered: accessibility for the implementation (to minimize the outage time and reduce the
impacted turbine components), the morphology of the flow to increase the dispersion of
the injected air, the pressure level in the flow in order to reduce the energy consumption
for the aeration, and the accessibility for control and maintenance. To satisfy these criteria,
the draft tube cone was considered the best place for the aeration implementation because
in most of the power plants it is accessible. Additionally, it is a part of the turbine that can
be easily replaced in maintenance or refurbishment periods.

In order to implement this aeration device in other ns turbines, specific design and
manufacture operations have to be processed. The air flow will be established starting
from the water turbine discharge to the maximum value of 3–5% of the water discharge.
Depending on the site arrangement (new turbine or refurbished), especially on the access
zone to the turbine draft tube, the length of perforated wall of the draft tube, the orifice
size, and distribution have to be determined. Once the injection orifices and distribution
are defined, the mechanical design of the aeration device can be customized for the turbine.

3.2. Numerical Study

To test the flow behavior—very complex in this turbine part [33]—a numerical simula-
tion, for the real operating conditions, was performed. The maximum depression areas
were pointed out using numerical simulations in the draft tube, and the flow behavior was
analyzed. The results of the numerical simulations were used to identify the optimum
location of the disperse aeration device.

For the numerical tests, a large operating range of the turbine was considered. Three
net heads, H, were chosen from the minimum to the maximum level available in the
upstream reservoir and several flow rate values, Q, ranging from 50% to 110% of the
rated flow rate. The turbine efficiency, ηT, was determined from the hill chart of the
turbine (Figure 1) and presented related to the rated (maximum) efficiency. The energetic
parameters of the analyzed regimes are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The turbine operation parameters without aeration system used in numerical analysis.

No. H/H0
(m)

Q/Q0
(m3/s)

ηT/η0
(%)

1

1.04

1.06 1.00
2 0.75 0.95
3 0.64 0.90
4 0.53 0.83

5
0.93

0.90 1.00
6 0.83 0.99
7 0.60 0.89

8
0.81

0.95 1.00
9 0.70 0.94

The numerical simulations were carried out for nine operation regimes (Table 1)
using Ansys-CFX v.16.2 (Ansys, Canonsburg, PA, USA), considering the 3D geometry of
the turbine draft tube. The unstructured mesh is created in Ansys-ICEM v.16.2 (Ansys,
Canonsburg, PA, USA). In order to determine the optimum number of mesh cells, a
sensitivity analysis was carried out. Three meshes having different cell numbers, N, were
tested: 923,520, 461,500, and 230,181. The mean pressure at the entrance of the draft tube
was extracted for each mesh. It was observed that for meshes with a number of cells equal
to or higher than N = 461,500, the mean pressure at the entrance of the draft tube has an
asymptotic variation. Thus, the mesh with N = 461,500 cells was chosen. The boundary
conditions at the entrance of the computational domain were set as the velocity components
determined for the values of the flow rate in Table 1. At the outlet boundary, the relative
pressure was set: 0, 5621, and 14,479 Pa, corresponding to the three regimes available
during in site operation. The simulations considered a steady-state regime of the flow and
used the standard k - ε turbulence model.

The exact location of the lowest pressure region was identified, as expected, down-
stream of the turbine runner, at the entrance of the draft tube, so the aeration device was set
in the draft tube cone (Figures 2–4). The limits for the pressure variation domain depended
on the operation parameters, but the structure of the pressure field and velocity distribution
was similar. Figure 2 presents the pressure variation domain in the entire draft tube (DT)
for a flow rate of 0.9Q0. It can be observed that in the draft tube cone section (CS), the
pressure distribution has the lowest values, which was useful in establishing the location
of the aeration device (Figure 3).
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Additionally, analyzing the velocity vectors, it was observed that in this area (Figure 2a),
the flow does not exhibit wall detachment. This suggests that no instabilities are present
in the flow and thus no hydraulic sources can lead to vibrations. The streamlines in the
proximity of the draft tube wall have a long trajectory between the launch point and the
draft tube outlet (Figure 2b). This kind of trajectory is very favorable for the small bubbles
because it avoids a concentration of bubbles in the central stagnant water zone and permits
a long transfer (transit in flow) time for the oxygen from the bubble to the water.

The simulations performed for all the cases of discharge operation regimes revealed the
minimum and the maximum pressure values in the entire draft tube (pDT_min, pDT_max)
and in the cone section (pCS_min, pCS_max), as presented in Figure 4. The pressure level
in the cone section was used to configure the size and distribution of the orifices [31] in
order to obtain a minimum pressure loss when air passes through the aeration device, thus
obtaining aeration with low energy consumption.

3.3. Aeration System Design and Implementation

The new aeration system (Figure 5) uses the natural aeration (NA) for the air ad-
mission in flow—if the pressure in the turbine draft tube cone is lower than atmospheric
pressure—or the forced aeration (FA), supplied by compressed air—if the pressure in the
turbine draft tube cone is higher or equal to atmospheric pressure. The air injection from
the aeration device in the turbine hydraulic circuit is made through perforated plates that
replicate the internal geometry of the turbine. The orifices have a diameter of 0.8 mm
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dispersed equidistantly with a step of five diameters to avoid the coalescence of the bub-
bles; this size is correlated with the void fraction admitted in the flow. The air injection is
performed depending on the pressure level downstream runner and the dissolved oxygen
DO deficiency in the water by actuating a control module [34]. The aim is to minimize
the energy consumption required for aeration, choosing between natural aeration NA or
forced aeration FA.
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Figure 5. Water aeration system in hydraulic turbines, (a) section view, (b) photo of the aeration section (CA—air chamber,
1. perforated plates, 2. support grid, 3. upstream wall, 4. downstream wall, 5. an outer wall, 6. intake pipes, 7. valves,
8. air injection pipes, 9. drain plug, 10. flat flanges, 11. valve flange, 12. gasket, 13. hexagonal screws, 14. hexagon nut,
15. washer A, 16. grower R washer, 17. adapter, 18. upstream section, 19. downstream section, 20. upstream flange,
21. downstream flange).

This water aeration system for hydraulic turbines comprises a water aeration device
that replicates exactly the flow passage of the draft tube cone of a hydraulic turbine and
consists of an air chamber with the inner wall formed by perforated plates fixed on a
support grid so that they completely or partially cover the inner wall—see Figure 5. Thus,
the flow in the draft tube is not disturbed by introducing singularities in the flow, and
the hydraulic performance of the turbine is preserved after the installation of the aeration
device. Depending on the operating regime of the turbine, the aeration is natural—without
associated energy consumption or forced with compressed air. The air admission method
and the use of fine bubbles minimize the impact on the flow structure, depending on the
injected air flow rate (which is adjustable by valves and pneumatic system).

The aeration system operates considering two parameters: the relative pressure level
in the draft tube cone and the downstream dissolved oxygen DO level. Thus, the hydraulic
turbine water aerating device comprises a pressure tap and a transducer for measuring the
pressure on the draft tube cone wall, upstream of the aeration device, as well as a dissolved
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oxygen DO sensor in the downstream section at the outlet of the turbine. The air admission
is automatized, and the system is operated in natural or forced admission depending on
the operating regime of the turbine. The system is active only when needed: low DO level
and turbine are in operation, and air flow is limited at a maximum of 5% of the water flow.
In the case of startup, stop or runaway regime occurrence, the aeration device is shut down.

In Figure 6, the prototype of the aeration system for the hydraulic turbines and the
bubble flow visualization inside the draft tube cone are presented. The visualizations were
carried out using an optical boroscope with 90◦ × 8 mm × 440 mm Hopkins lens, with
integrated endoscopic video system TECHNO PACK® T LED from, Karl Storz Endoscopia
Romania, Bucharest, Romania.
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These visualizations allowed optical validation of air injection in the flow section. Figure 6
shows individual (no coalescence) and centrifugal trajectory of the bubbles (the bubbles
follow the flow and do not converge in the central dead water zone). In this way, the
conditions for an optimized DO transfer are fulfilled: independent micro-bubbles to
maximize the interfacial area of transfer and a long trajectory to increase the retention time
of the bubbles in the flow.

The visualizations revealed the repartition of the bubbly flow inside the draft tube
cone. The bubbly flow was centrifuged in the wall’s proximity on a third of the cone
radius. This bubble trajectory (a spiral along the draft tube walls) increases the transit
time of the bubbles in the flow considerably, favoring a higher rate of the DO transfer. The
visualization also presented no coalescence of the bubbles.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. In Site Turbine Efficiency Study

The efficiency measurements for the turbine without and with the aeration device in
operation were carried out according to the standard from [35]. The following hydraulic
and electrical parameters were measured: water levels upstream and downstream of
the turbine, the pressure at the turbine inlet, the level at which the pressure transducer
that measures the pressure at the turbine inlet is mounted, the flow rate, and the hydro-
generator power output. The uncertainty of the tests was evaluated to 1.5%, following the
standard from [35].
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The air was introduced at the entrance of the draft tube elbow. A pressure sensor was
located right below the aeration device in order to monitor the pressure in the water during
the air injection at the runner outlet. The pressure transducer had an accuracy of 0.5%.

In order to evaluate the energetic behavior of the turbine, based on the above-
mentioned measured parameters, the following quantities were determined:

- turbine net head, H

H =
pam

ρg
+ (Zm,am − Zav) +

v2
1

2g
[m] (3)

- hydraulic power, Ph
Ph = ρgQH, [W] (4)

- efficiency of the hydraulic turbine, ηT

ηT =
PG

ηGPh
[–] (5)

where Zm,am is the setting level of the pressure transducer measuring the turbine inlet
pressure, Zav—the measured downstream water level, pam—the pressure measured at the
inlet of the turbine, v1—the mean velocity at the inlet of the turbine, determined as the
ratio between the measured flow rate and the pipe area (v1 = Q/A), ρ—the water density,
g—the gravity, Q—the measured turbine flow rate, PG—the measured electrical power
output, and ηG—generator efficiency.

The unit was operated over a power output range between 2% and 40% of the rated
power, P0, limited due to the on-site available conditions (i.e., water level in the upstream
reservoir). The obtained turbine net head, H, was between 80% and 84% of the rated
head value, H0. Measurements were performed for several values of the turbine flow rate,
Q, from 19% to 61% of the turbine rated flow rate, Q0, corresponding to the guide vanes
opening, s, from 30% to 100%. For each turbine operating regime, air was injected with
several flow rates, Qair, between 1% and 8% of the turbine water flow rate (void fraction of
φ = 1–8%).

A major concern was to analyze the impact of this aeration device by studying the air
injection influence over the performances of the turbine. The pressure inside the draft tube
cone section, pCS, and the turbine efficiency during aeration, ηφ, were determined for the
above-mentioned operating regimes and compared with those measured during operating
the turbine without air injection, ηT (Figures 7 and 8, Table 2).

The variation of the turbine efficiency due to aeration was determined related to the
value obtained when operating without air injection (Table 2)

∆η =
ηϕ − ηT

ηT
· 100 [%] (6)

From the experimental results, it was found that the maximum turbine efficiency
decreases of 2.8% occurred for a void fraction of about 5%. It was observed that for the
operation regimes with the void fraction below 5%, the variation of the turbine efficiency
was in the range of the efficiency measurement accuracy domain (± 1.5%). The correlation
between pressure evolution in the draft tube (Figure 7) and efficiency value (Figure 8)
shows that unsuitable hydraulic phenomena (boundary layer detachment, increasing of
the secondary flow at runner outlet) do not appear. For the lowest water flow rate, 0.19 Q0,
and high void fractions (5% and 7%), even an improvement of the energetic efficiency
of the turbine was also observed, due to the increase in the pressure recovery (Figure 8).
In conclusion, the air injection in the draft tube may be a possibility to improve both water
aeration and the turbine efficiency at part load operation of reaction turbines [36].
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Figure 7. The pressure variation in the turbine draft tube cone section for the investigated operation
regimes, with and without air injection.
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Table 2. Variation of turbine efficiency (∆η (%)) for the tested void fractions.

H/H0 Q/Q0 φ (%)

(–) (–) 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

0.80 0.61 −0.5 −1.3 −1.7 −2.1 −2.0 - −2.5
0.81 0.59 −0.3 −1.8 −1.6 −2.2 −2.8 −3.2 -
0.82 0.50 1.1 −0.6 −0.9 −1.5 −1.7 −2.5 -
0.83 0.39 −0.3 1.3 1.1 −1.1 −1.2 - -
0.84 0.28 - - −0.03 - +0.2 +1.3 -
0.85 0.19 - - - - +5.0 +10.7 -
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4.2. Mechanical Performances Study

In the case of Francis turbines, the flow structure in the draft tube has a significant
influence over their operation [37]. The vortex rope frequency (Figure 9) is transferred to
the mechanical structure and can be observed as vibration frequency.

1 
 

 
Figure 9. Amplitude spectrum of the vibrations obtained from displacement sensors on radial and axial direction located
on the radial–axial bearing (a) for the 1.145% void fraction and (b) for the 2.05% void fraction.

In the spectral analysis of the vibrations obtained from displacement sensors on radial
and axial direction, located on the radial–axial bearing, a reduced number of harmonics
is observed. This suggests that the flow at the runner exit does not produce fluctuations
able to interact with the mechanical structure. A component corresponding to the electrical
grid frequency of 50 Hz is observed. Additionally, the component corresponding to the
rotational speed of the unit of 6.25 Hz is present but with relatively low amplitudes.

Another major aspect for the validation of this aeration device in operation was related
to the influence of the injected air over the mechanical behavior of the unit during operation.
The vibrations were measured in the shaft bearings and in the casing of the unit. Four
piezoelectric accelerometers, and two pairs of displacement probes are used. The location
of the sensors and the detailed analysis of the results are detailed, presented in [38]. The
frequency-domain analysis was carried out, having as its purpose to identify the main
components in the amplitude spectra and to compare them in the case of no air injection to
the ones when different air flow rates are injected.

Considering the influence of air injection in the hydraulic circuit of the turbine, there
was no significant effect in addition to the observations from the energetic performance
analysis of the unit (Figure 10).

The vibrations analysis indicated an intense dynamic behavior of the unit in operation
for these operating regimes. Nevertheless, the air injection showed no significant influence
over the amplitudes from the spectra of the vibration signals recorded on the radial–axial
bearing and on the turbine housing. It was shown that the air injection using this new
device into water, downstream of the runner, had no negative influence over the operation
of the unit from a mechanical (structure) point of view.
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on the radial–axial bearing, (a) for no air injection case and (b) for all operation regimes with different air flow rate
injections [38].

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this research over the implementation of an innovative aeration device
in a small Francis turbine was to establish the influence of the aeration process on the
turbine’s energetic and mechanical parameters.

First, a numerical study was conducted in order to determine the optimal position
of the aeration device inside the hydraulic circuit of the turbine. The study indicated that
the best position will be downstream of the turbine runner, at the entrance of the draft
tube. Thus, in the cone section, perforated plates replicating the internal geometry of the
draft tube were mounted. Their design was developed based on the previous studies of
the authors over the aeration performances of different disperse aeration devices mounted
non-invasively on the wall of a pipeline in a complex turbulent flow with a cavitational
vortex. Further, the energetic and mechanical behaviors of the turbine, without and with
the aeration device in operation, were determined experimentally.

From an energetic point of view, the tests showed that the impact of the aeration
device implementation and operation on the energetic characteristics of the turbine did not
exceed the efficiency measurements accuracy range. When the device was not in operation,
its implementation had no effect on the turbine energetic performances. The experimental
result analysis validated the developed aeration device, emphasizing that its influence on
the hydraulic performances of the turbine is admissible economically.

The tested operating regimes were at partial load, near the operational limit of the
turbine and the most unfavorable for the mechanical behavior, due to possible strong
pressure fluctuations caused by the vortex rope. It was demonstrated that the aeration does
not have a negative effect on the mechanical parameters of operation (vibrations, structural
frequency excitation, or misalignments).

The successful implementation of this aeration system has proven the technical fea-
sibility of the prototype. The use of the aeration system did not significantly affect the
energetic performances of the turbine, and its implementation could be considered from
an economic point of view. The aeration with fine bubbles is the most efficient aeration
method from the DO transfer, and the location of the system in the turbine is not only
favorable for the aeration process (bubbles transit time and mixing of the air flow) but also
very accessible for implementation and maintenance.

The implementation impact of this innovative aeration device on turbine performance
was fully assessed and shows the technical and economic viability of its use in the industrial
operation of hydraulic turbines.
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This innovative aeration system is fully characterized from an energetic point of view:
air consumption for aeration as well as the influence on the turbine efficiency. The system
can be implemented on any turbine where the level of the dissolved oxygen is lower
compared with the ecological one [1] in maintenance or refurbishment activity.

6. Patents

The following patent resulted from the work reported in this paper. Bunea F., Ciocan G.D.,
Nedelcu A, Bucur D.M., Dunca G., Codescu S., Water aeration system for the hydraulic
turbines, Eurasian Patent no. 036765/17.12.2020 B1.
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